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Abstract

Video object segmentation approaches primarily rely on large-scale pixel-accurate human-annotated datasets for model
development. In Dense Video Object Segmentation (DVOS) scenarios, each video frame encompasses hundreds of small,
dense, and partially occluded objects. Accordingly, the labor-intensive manual annotation of even a single frame often takes
hours, which hinders the development of DVOS for many applications. Furthermore, in videos with dense patterns, following
a large number of objects that move in different directions poses additional challenges. To address these challenges, we
proposed a semi-self-supervised spatiotemporal approach for DVOS utilizing a diffusion-based method through multi-task
learning. Emulating real videos’ optical flow and simulating their motion, we developed a methodology to synthesize com-
putationally annotated videos that can be used for training DVOS models; The model performance was further improved
by utilizing weakly labeled (computationally generated but imprecise) data. To demonstrate the utility and efficacy of the
proposed approach, we developed DVOS models for wheat head segmentation of handheld and drone-captured videos, cap-
turing wheat crops in fields of different locations across various growth stages, spanning from heading to maturity. Despite
using only a few manually annotated video frames, the proposed approach yielded high-performing models, achieving a Dice
score of 0.82 when tested on a drone-captured external test set. While we showed the efficacy of the proposed approach for
wheat head segmentation, its application can be extended to other crops or DVOS in other domains, such as crowd analysis
or microscopic image analysis.

1. Introduction
Deep learning (DL) techniques are widely used for analyzing visual data, such as images and videos. Developing advanced
methods for comprehending visual data enhances the efficiency and speed of various tasks involving visual data processing
across various computerized tasks [5, 29, 47, 51], specifically video-based models that benefit from videos’ spatial and
temporal forms of information. Video object segmentation (VOS) is a critical computer vision task that tackles the challenge
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of automatically extracting and precisely outlining objects of interest at the pixel level across consecutive frames in a video
sequence. In VOS, the association between pixels and objects can change over time as the object or camera moves. Videos,
in contrast to static images, encapsulate the dynamic scope of motion and interaction unfold over time. This temporal
information can be utilized for DL analysis. Nevertheless, videos constantly exhibit high levels of noise, influenced by natural
factors in uncontrollable environments, such as camera movement and specifications, wind, and suboptimal illumination such
as bright sunlight. Videos in agriculture contexts often represent these characteristics.

Developing high-performing DL models, either for image- or vide-based models, is not a trivial task and faces several
challenges, such as data annotation bottlenecks [16, 29, 46] and designing or choosing suitable DL architectures, considering
the available data and computational resources as well as the complexity of task at hand [22, 43, 51]. Most efforts on utilizing
DL for visual data processing have been focused on supervised learning approaches, where large-scale annotated datasets
are needed for developing these models. The resource-intensive nature of data annotation has hindered the full utilization of
DL-based image processing approaches for many tasks that need pixel-level annotations. This issue is more pronounced for
VOS tasks. To represent continuous and smooth motion, a single video file may contain thousands of video frames, where
each video frame is a single image [21]. As such, manual annotation of videos is a highly laborious and expensive process,
rendering the use of supervised learning approaches impractical for many tasks requiring object-level and pixel-level data
annotation [32, 36]. Annotating videos become even more resource-intensive when they involve a large number of objects, a
common scenario is precision agriculture [28, 29], where the agricultural field images usually contain many densely located
plants, resulting in a large number of objects of interest—such as leaves, stems, flowers, and spikes—in each image.

Despite the substantial challenges in developing large-scale annotated datasets, particularly for VOS, videos are generally
considered more suitable for segmentation, compared to static image frames. Videos can help identify partial occlusions, as
analysis of video frames independently presents transient artifacts. These artifacts could be overcome by analyzing a sequence
of frames. Furthermore, analyzing video frames independently results in information loss regarding objects’ movement and
deformation. Independent single-frame analysis also fails to deal with visual artifacts such as background clutter and transient
objects, which complicates the segmentation of an object within consecutive frames. For instance, the shadow of moving
wheat heads in windy environments on the ground can cause a one-frame transient objects artifact that adversely affects the
accuracy of the single-frame object segmentation models. The temporal information within videos can serve as a crucial
differentiator, enabling video-based models to accurately follow object movement and deformations in the presence of the
artifacts [20, 30]. This capability is indispensable for tasks involving the segmentation of objects undergoing dynamic
appearance changes. Examples include crops swaying in the wind, moving animals, and crowd analysis.

While the state-of-the-art VOS approaches commonly opt to compute temporal matching in the form of optical flow and
dense trajectories [5, 38, 55], others prefer the parallel strategy that process frames independently [25, 33]. These studies
rely on the availability of large-scale annotated datasets, i.e., the pixel-level annotation for each target object in every video
frame, to serve as the primary input for training DL models [5, 18, 38, 55]. Also, It has been reported that for general-
purpose tasks involving one or two large target objects, these models often take shortcuts by predicting subsequent masks
solely based on the provided preceding frame’s mask, thereby bypassing the rich information offered by the preceding frames
themselves [55]. This oversight led to shortcomings in the predicted segmentation maps, stemming from obscured objects in
earlier frames and missed objects within the most recent mask [25].

Video data, using either spatial or temporal information, has found widespread applications in precision agriculture. Cam-
pos et al. [4] employed conventional image processing methods for detecting both static and dynamic obstacles. Through
obstacle segmentation and detection operations, they analyzed spatiotemporal information extracted from videos captured by
cameras mounted on mobile vehicles in agricultural environments.

The study of image-based dense object segmentation has been explored within the agricultural domain, ranging from
smaller-scale investigations [1, 9, 45] to larger-scale data analyses, for examples studies on wheat head detection [3, 10, 14],
counting [44], and segmentation [24, 35, 41, 42]. Sabzi et al. [40] employed traditional image processing techniques to
segment agricultural video frames characterized by complex and dense patterns. Their proposed approach involved selecting
suitable color spaces, texture features, intensity transformation methods, morphological operators, and color thresholding.
The video frames were captured using a handheld camera, simulating natural pictorial poses, across a diverse range of envi-
ronmental conditions, including varying light intensities, distances from subjects, and complex background sceneries. Ariza-
Sentis et al. [2] utilized phenotyping techniques to assess the physical characteristics, including size, shape, and quantity, of
grape bunches and berries. This involved employing multi-object tracking and instance segmentation (spatial embedding)
methods to determine the attributes of individual white grape bunches and berries from RGB videos captured by unmanned
aerial vehicles flying over a commercial vineyard densely covered with leaves.

Gibbs et al. [11] aimed to create a generalizable feature detection method combined with a tracking algorithm to en-



hance feature detection and enable the determination of plant movement traits. Specifically, they proposed a detection-based
tracking approach to analyze the movement patterns of wheat ears in field-grown plants in a supervised manner, using the
YOLOv3 [37] network for bounding box regression on 290 human-annotated high-resolution images of size 3456 × 2304.
During inference, they used a Multiple Object Tracking algorithm to reconstruct the trajectories of individual wheat ear infor-
mation, in video frames of wheat plants moving in the wind, based on the detected bounding boxes by the trained YOLOv3
model.

General video object segmentation methods have been investigated by analyzing the spatial and temporal characteristics
inherent to video data. Some approaches utilize temporal alignment methodologies such as optical flow and dense trajectories
to ensure temporal coherence [5, 38, 55]. Conversely, alternative paradigms embrace a parallel processing approach, where
each frame is treated independently [25, 33]. However, certain studies suggest leveraging solely temporal signals for object
segmentation. For instance, a recent work [50] utilized optical flow extracted from reference frames to trace the main object
in the query frame, employing a straightforward transformer-based architecture.

Recent research efforts have concentrated on semi-supervised and self-supervised methodologies for wheat head detec-
tion [28] and segmentation [27, 29], underscoring the inherent challenges posed by agricultural data characterized by dense
patterns. Given the challenges outlined in the development of VOS models, we extended the image-based work by Najafian
et al. [29] and initiated the Dense-pattern Video Object Segmentation (DVOS) by proposing a semi-self-supervised learning
approach for predicting query images/masks, utilizing the preceding video frames without any annotation. Self-supervised
learning methodologies such as pretext tasks [49], Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [12], contrastive learning [7],
Generative AI [15], and redundancy-reduction-based [54] do not require any data annotation while semi-supervised learn-
ing requires a mixture of annotated and unannotated data to develop deep learning models, thereby somewhat reducing the
need for complex and time-consuming data annotation processes [53]. These methodologies have emerged to mitigate data
bottlenecks associated with developing deep learning models, particularly addressing scenarios where the manual annotation
of data proves impractical. We assessed our proposed approach to the challenging task of wheat head segmentation within
videos capturing dense and repetitive patterns of wheat heads across various growth stages of phenotypically rich and diverse
domains.

Employing only a few pixel-level human-annotated frames, we synthesized a large-scale dataset of computationally-
annotated videos with dense patterns, thereby avoiding the tedious manual annotation of such videos with small, overlapping,
and intricate patterns. We also introduced a UNet-based [39] architecture designed for multi-task training of DVOS. Our
model development process consisted of two key stages: We constructed the foundational model solely using synthesized
videos. We then fine-tuned the resulting model by leveraging weakly-labeled videos, enabled by an image-based model [29].

To show the utility of the proposed approach, we conducted the performance evaluation on three distinct test sets: (1) a
small-scale single-domain pixel-annotated video dataset, (2) a diverse large-scale wheat field video dataset, which is captured
by handheld cameras and labeled in a semi-automated manner, and (3) a drone-captured manually annotated wheat field video
dataset.

2. Method
This section describes the data used in this study. It also provides a detailed description of the diffusion-based DVOS
architecture representing a multi-tasking learning approach for the semi-self-supervised segmentation of videos with dense
patterns.

2.1. Data

In the context of DVOS, an annotated video clip V = {(xt, yt)}Tt=1, is defined as a series of T consecutive image frames,
where xt represents the tth video frame and yt represents the annotation (mask) for xt. Give the video V , the annotated
query frame Q = (xt, yt) is contextualized by a sequence of reference, i.e., video frames proceeding xt, denoted as R =
{xr | t− τ ≤ r ≤ t− 1}, where τ is the context window representing temporal information. Video frames in R and xt are
used as input for the model, and yt is used as the desired output, i.e., the ground truth.

2.1.1 Weakly-labeled Datasets

We collected a top-view video dataset of wheat fields, denoted as V = {V1, V2, · · · , Vn}, where Vi ∈ V represents a single
video clip consisting of a series of video frames. These video clips capture various phenotypic features—such as spike and
spikelet color, shape, and arrangement; leaf size and color; growth stage; and awn type and length. We captured the videos
using handheld cameras with 12 Megapixels resolution, recorded at various altitudes, specifically 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 meters.



These recordings provide a comprehensive perspective, focusing on the wheat heads within real agricultural landscapes.
Figure 1 illustrates image frames from different videos recorded at various altitudes and growth stages.

Figure 1. Depiction of diverse image frames capturing videos filmed at various altitudes via handheld cameras.

To maintain the coherence and consistency of visual elements, content, and object characteristics within each video and to
reduce the computation complexity, we resized each frame from its original size of 2160× 3840 such that its height is scaled
to 1024 pixels while maintaining the aspect ratio, then center-crop it into the spatial size of 1024 × 1024. Segmentation
label for each frame was generated using the model detailed in [29]. Hereafter, we refer to this weakly labeled dataset as
W =

{{
(xt, yt) | 1 ≤ t ≤ Ti

}
| 1 ≤ i ≤ n;Vi ∈ V

}
, where Ti represent the number of video frames in video clip Vi.

A group-wise data split was conducted on W to partition it into training (Wtrain), validation (Wvalid), and test (Wtest)
sets. The group-wise data split was performed to ensure data points from one video clip are either in training, validation, or
test set. Details of Wtrain, Wvalid, and Wtest are presented in Table 1.

Dataset Notation # of Videos # of Frames # of Annotated Frames
Training Wtrain 8 37,613 37,613

Validation Wvalid 4 14,182 14,182
Testing Wtest 5 34,777 34,777

Table 1. Summary of weakly labeled data.

2.1.2 Synthetic Dataset

In this research, we extended our prior work on image synthesization [28, 29] to simulate computationally annotated video
clips, alleviating the challenge of manually annotating video clips, which is a laborious and resource-intensive process. In
the following, we provide a detailed description of the methodology used for synthesizing these video clips.

We used a group of background videos (B), which are fields without wheat crops exhibiting various vegetation types and
environmental conditions. Figure 2 illustrates the process for extraction of the background video frames that will be used
for synthesizing computationally annotated video clips. This is achieved by, first, randomly choosing video Bi from the
background videos B = {B1, B2, · · ·Bn}. Then, τ consequent frames from Bi are selected to form a set B′

i,k = {bt | k ≤
t ≤ k+ τ and 1 ≤ k ≤ Ti − τ}. Next, a random region of size 1024× 1024 is chosen, and the crop defined by this region is
extracted for all frames in B′

i,k, resulting in a set of τ consecutive frames of size 1024× 1024, denoted as C ′
i,k.



Figure 2. The procedure for extracting video frames from background videos Bi ∈ B.

Additionally, we extracted wheat heads from a small number of manually annotated frames depicting both earlier growth
stages in green shades and mature, harvestable stages in yellow coloration, resulting in a set of real wheat heads (H) consisting
of yellow (mature) and green (mid-season) wheat heads. Note that, for wheat head extraction, we chose the frames from three
distinct videos that have no intersection with the V dataset. We also used extracted wheat heads in H as cookie-cutters to
extract non-wheat head regions (fake wheat heads) from the original frames. This set is denoted as H. The presence of the
fake wheat head prevents models from relying only on changes in intensity values and contrast for segmenting simulated
video clips.

Figure 3 illustrates the process for synthesizing a manually annotated video clip. For set C ′
i,k of τ consecutive background

frames, a random number of fake and real wheat heads are chosen randomly from H and H, respectively. The fake wheat
heads are overlaid on the first frame of C ′

i,k, and then real wheat heads are overlaid on the frame.
To simulate the movement and deformation of the crop, which naturally happens due to wind, we apply a sequence of

spatial- and pixel-level transformations to each wheat head before overlying them on consecutive frames in C ′
i,k. These

sequences of transformations are automatically generated for each wheat head to allow for consistency in movement while
showing various degrees of deformations. More specifically, we define two types of movement for each wheat head object:
object-level and frame-level movement. In object-level movement, we only updated the position and direction of each object
individually. However, in the frame-level motion, all the objects’ positions will be adjusted with regard to the predefined
motion behavior in the frame level.

This process results in synthesizing frames and their corresponding masks as we apply the special transformations and
deformations to both the frame and mask, providing a consistent annotation for the resulting video clip. To create the mask
corresponding to each synthesized video frame, a 1024 × 1024 zero-value matrix is allocated for each of the τ frames in
C ′

i,k. We keep track of the position of each real wheat head when overlaid on the background image and its movement and
deformation to convert the corresponding region on the mask to 1. Note that the fake wheat heads are ignored.

Table 2. Summary of the synthetic videos and their frames distributions in the Strain dataset.

Dataset Subset # of Background Videos # of Heads # of Synthesized Videos # of Frames

Strain
Green Shaded 13 101 260 15600
Yellow Shaded 15 251 600 36000

Figure 4 illustrates real and synthetic video frames, where their respective masks are annotated with pink color. This
visualization highlights the systematic difference between real and simulated video clips, a phenomenon known as domain
shift in the machine learning field, and often leads to a lack of generalizability, i.e., the model underperforms when applied to
real unseen datasets. The rest of this section focuses on the data and methodology used for bridging this gap and alleviating
domain shift.

2.2. Additional Datasets

We also used a validation set, ∆, consisting of 300 samples, which included five consecutive video frames where the first four
frames are unannotated and the last one is annotated. The annotations were conducted in a semi-automated manner, where
the predictions made by our prior model from [29] were manually refined as needed. Furthermore, we used a manually
annotated set, Ψ, consisting of 100 samples for testing. Each sample in Ψ includes a combination of five consecutive image



Figure 3. This diagram illustrates the process of synthesizing videos with dimensions of 1024 × 1024 and a length of T . We generate a
synthesized video V ′ by initializing a randomized selection of real and fake heads, each uniquely defined by augmentation and positioning
parameters drawn from a pool of real and fake objects (H and H) overlaid on the first frame of T randomly selected frames from {ct}i+T

t=i .
Subsequent frames of V ′ are simulated based on the positions of wheat heads in the preceding frame, utilizing object-level and frame-level
motion information. Objects that are removed are subsequently restored by incorporating additional real heads into the chosen object set
by overlaying on the current frame before proceeding to the next frame. By applying the same object- and frame-level motions on the
segmentation counters, the frame masks are also generated simultaneously.

frames, where the first four are unannotated, and the final one is manually annotated.
We also used an external test set, D, of 48 samples, each containing five frames. The first four frames were unannotated,

and the final frame was manually annotated.
These samples were extracted from three distinctly diverse drone-captured videos of wheat fields to evaluate the model

performance on the pixel-accurate annotated images. Each drone video contributed 16 samples to D. The drone videos were
captured using a DJI Mini 3 Pro Drone, from various altitudes. Figure 5 illustrates a few image frames from D.

2.3. Model Architecture

We designed a UNet-style [39] architecture for DVOS by employing a multi-task training paradigm consisting of a segmen-
tation task and an image reconstruction task. The architecture is designed to process a sequence of τ consecutive reference
frames and predict the following frame and its mask. Hereafter, we refer to the τ reference frames as R and the query
frame as Q. Figure 6 illustrates the model architecture designed to perform both reconstruction and segmentation tasks
simultaneously. This allows the model to utilize both spatial and temporal information for DVOS.

The proposed architecture processes the frames in R individually using a 2D convolutional neural network. The key



Figure 4. Visualization of synthetic versus real videos, left to right, with the time interval of 4 seconds. The synthetic videos present a series
of color-augmented fake wheat heads and masked real heads, isolated without wheat canopy and stems, overlaid on a sequence of uniform,
flat background frames. These frames illustrate random head-level movements and synchronized frame-level dynamics. In contrast, the
real videos depict actual wheat fields, capturing normal motion in dense-pattern wheat spikes attached to their stems and surrounded by
wheat canopy including leaves and awns.

Figure 5. Depiction of human-annotated drone-captured video frames, overlaid by their masks in pink.

components of the proposed architectures are an initial convolution block, a contraction path, skip attentions, skip diffusion,
an expansion path, and decoder heads. In the following, we describe each component in detail.

The initial convolution block comprises a 3 × 3 convolution layer, with stride 1 and padding 1, followed by two ResNet
blocks (Figure 7). Each residual block consists of two consequent blocks. Each block comprises a Group Normalization [48]
layer of size 8, followed by Swish activation [34], and then a 3 × 3 convolution with padding 1. Note that this initial
convolution block does not change the spatial dimension of the input images.

The Contracting Path of the network is constructed of contractive blocks. Each contractive block is comprised of two
residual blocks, followed by a 3 convolution with the stride of 2 and padding of 1 for spatial downsampling. The output
of each contractive block undergoes a Spatiotemporal Attention Block comprising a Spatiotemporal Attention Module, a
channel reduction layer, followed by Skip Diffusion and Dropout layers.

The Spatiotemporal Attention Module, inspired by [17], aims at attending to the most informative signals from the τ =
|R|×|F| concatenated feature maps and generates one representative feature map. Figure 8 illustrates this module. It consists



Figure 6. An overview of the proposed UNet-based [39] architecture for DVOS via prediction. The |R| feature map sets are concatenated
and fed into the spatiotemporal attention module at each contracting level. Following this, channel reduction is achieved using a 3D pooling
operation, noise is added through the forward diffusion process, and channel-wise dropout is applied before utilizing the unified feature
maps in the expansion path. Feature maps derived from the latent space are subject to the same process, except for diffusion and dropout.

Figure 7. An overview of the residual building block, the base component of the proposed architecture.

of two spatial and temporal attention streams combined to capture the spatial and temporal feature maps’ importance. The
spatial attention stream consists of two blocks, each comprising a depth-wise separable convolution [13], followed by Group
Normalization [19], and finally a Swish nonlinearity [34]. The temporal attention stream combines the τ feature maps
using an adaptive average pooling across feature maps followed by two linear layers, wrapping a Swish non-linearity, and
completed by a Sigmoid function.

The whole Spatiotemporal Attention Module is formulated in details by Formula 1, where Group Normalization is rep-
resented by GN , Depth-wise Seperable Convolution by DSC, Linear layers by FC, Adaptive Average Polling layer by



AvgPool, FM is the input feature maps, WFM presents weighted feature maps, and the dl notation indicates the dilation
size.

Sa = Swish(GN(DSCdl=·(·)))
Ta = FC(Swish(FC(AvgPool(·))))
S = Sigmoid(Sdl=2

a (Sdl=1
a (FMl)))

T = Sigmoid(Ta(S))
WFMl = (T ⊙ S)⊙ input

(1)

Figure 8. This figure illustrates the proposed spatiotemporal attention module, which incorporates two processing streams for input feature
maps: (1) Spatial Attention Stream (Top) captures and weights informative spatial regions within individual reference frames. Group
normalization is employed to highlight the spatial importance of feature maps corresponding to each input frame. Additionally, depth-
wise separable convolutions are used for the efficient processing of large-scale feature maps; (2) the Temporal Attention Stream (Bottom)
focuses on capturing temporal dynamics and dependencies. It weights each time step across feature maps extracted from all consecutive
frames.

Given the concatenated feature maps FMl of size |R|× |F|, the Spatiotemporal Attention Module preserves the inputted
feature map dimensions, b× c×h×w. In this notation, F represents the features extracted for each input reference frame in
R in downsampling level l. However, further processing of the attention output (WFMl) is required to achieve the desired
output, addressing both dimensionality and feature quality concerns, before entering the Expansion path. Instead of employ-
ing feature dimension reduction using the DSC layers, we opt to retain the entire input dimensionality and subsequently
apply a 3D Average Pooling layer for this purpose. This process integrates spatiotemporal feature maps and generates feature
maps of upsampling level channel size (|F|). To prevent the model from excessively relying on skip connections as shortcuts,
we introduce random noise to the feature maps using a diffusion-based noise scheduler, as detailed as follows. Additionally,
we incorporate a random 2D Dropout layer with a specified probability to further increase randomization and mitigate the
model maintaining the skip-connection shortcuts by randomly removing a subset of 2D feature maps.

Considering the unique design of the UNet architecture [39], skip connections enable the network to retain and reuse
low- and high-level spatial information from earlier layers during decoding. This feature empowers UNet models for precise
object localization by integrating high-resolution feature maps from the downscaling path with coarse semantic information
from the upscaling path, leading to promising segmentation performance on clear input images. However, UNet models
encounter challenges when reconstructing masked or noisy input images, or when predicting actual images or video frames,
as they fail to operate rich semantic information obtained from the latent space [31]. This limitation arises from the model’s
tendency to take shortcuts by transferring knowledge solely through high-resolution feature maps, thereby limiting its ability
to effectively utilize the available mid-level information, on top of the other features, for reconstructing images properly.



Addressing this, we integrated a weighted version of the forward diffusion process into each of the skip connections
aimed at balancing various-level feature contribution, thus enhancing the model’s reconstruction performance, improving
the model’s representation learning capabilities, stabilizing the model’s training when exposed to synthetic data, as well as
introducing an implicit domain adaptation mechanism by allowing the model to learn low-level and mid-level data features
for reconstruction, rather than solely relying on low-level and high-level classification-related features for pixel-level classifi-
cation. This approach diverges from generative diffusion models, which primarily focused on noise prediction [15, 52]. The
integration follows the Markov process proposed in [15].

xt =
√
ᾱtx0 +

√
1− ᾱtϵ (2)

where qt is sampled from the diffusion kernel, specified as q (xt|x0) = N (xt;
√
ᾱtx0, (1− ᾱt) I). Here, ϵ ∼ N (0, I), the

scalar ᾱt =
∏t

i=1 (1− βi), and βt serves as the variance scheduler, formulated to ensure that ᾱT → 0.
Commencing from the latent space, we initially refrain from applying noise to the feature maps. However, as we advance

along the upsampling path of the network, noise augmentation intensifies at each level, corresponding to higher resolutions;
hence, noise increases progressively. The noise level is regulated by selecting time steps t from the beta probability density
function. The beta distribution is a continuous probability distribution defined on the interval [0, 1]. It is parameterized by
two positive shape parameters, denoted by α and β.

f(x, α, β) =
1

B (α, β)
xα−1 (1− x)

β−1 (3)

where x ∈ [0, 1], and B (α, β) is the beta function, which is a normalization constant that ensures the total area under the
curve equals 1. The beta function is also defined as follows:

B (α, β) =

∫ 1

0

tα−1(1− t)β−1dt (4)

Moreover, the mean and variance of the beta distribution are calculated as follows, which perfectly control the randomly
generated time steps.

µ =
α

α+ β
(5)

σ2 =
αβ

(α+ β)2(α+ β + 1)
(6)

We established a scheduler to determine the values of α and β for assigning distinct beta distribution functions to each level,
thereby selecting diffusion time steps. This scheduling mechanism is governed by the following equations:

α = α0 + l (7)
β = β0 − (βc ∗ l) (8)

where α0, β0 and βc represent initial and coefficient hyperparameters, and l is the upsampling level index. which starts
at the last skip connection, The index l begins at the last skip connection and progresses towards the first skip connection,
signifying the final upsampling step. Figure 9 depicts the shapes of beta distributions generated using our scheduler across
varying values of α and β.

The decoder architecture within our model replicates the downsampling path, maintaining consistency in the number of
residual locks at each level. However, it employs a nearest-neighbor operation with a scaling factor of two, followed by
a single 3 × 3 convolution operation, serving as the upsampling layer. Moreover, we leverage concatenation to integrate
the skip connection and lower-resolution feature maps at each level. Functioning as a shared decoder for segmentation
and reconstruction tasks, the UpScaling Path incorporates high-level semantic features within a localized context, while
preserving spatial resolution from the latent space. This architecture adapts two decoding heads, each incorporating three
residual blocks and one final 3 × 3 convolution layer, ending in three-channel outputs for reconstruction and one-channel
ones for segmentation.



Figure 9. Visualization of Beta Distributions Generated by the Scheduler: This figure displays the shapes of beta distributions generated by
our scheduler for various combinations of α and β values. Each curve corresponds to a distinct beta distribution, illustrating the impact of
parameter variation on the distribution’s shape. The curves are arranged from left to right for a model with six skip connections, progressing
bottom-up from the latent space to the highest resolution of the upsampling path.

2.4. Model Development and Training

We assessed the effectiveness and performance of our devised architecture on videos from a wider variety of domains. Yet,
conventional UNet-style models demonstrate easily attainable promising performance in reconstructing clear inputs, with
limitations concerning their utility in domain adaptation, image segmentation, and over-fitting mitigation. Consequently, we
introduce a strategy involving diffusing input images in a patching style. This involves partitioning each whole reference
frame in the mini-batch subjected to diffusion (with Pd rate set to 0.5) using the employed forward diffusion process [15],
with random time steps limited to the range of 0 to 1000. Figure 10 displays a representative example of an input image
subjected to the diffusion process.

Figure 10. A depiction of an image frame alongside its diffused version, produced through the forward diffusion process.

In addition, we involved a pixel-level (color) argumentation transformation, only for reference frames, with light color-
altering and blur transformations before applying the group-wise spatial transformations—including small-angle rotation,



random cropping, and normalization—applied to reference frames and query frame/mask together.
We performed model training in two phases. We began the model development by training the Ms model from scratch on

the Strain training datasets, with ∆ serving as the validation set. Subsequently, in the second phase of training, we fine-tune
the Ms model on the weakly-labeled Wtrain and Wvalid datasets, yielding our final model denoted as Mw.

In this study, we utilized two commonly used segmentation metrics, Dice and Intersection over Union (IoU) scores for
segmentation evaluation. Additionally, we utilized Mean Squared Error (MSE or L2) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
losses together for reconstruction (Lr in Figure 6), and Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) and Dice losses (Ls in Figure 6) jointly
for segmentation. Due to the substantial dataset sizes, we trained each model for 15 epochs and selected the model with the
highest validation Dice score as the best-performing model for further evaluation. We exploited the AdamW optimizer [23]
with a learning rate of 1e− 4, weight decay of 1e− 5 in the first training phase, and no weight decay in the second phase for
Mw.

We employed randomly sized squared-shape crops ranging between 400 to 750 from the original 1024 × 1024 image
frames, resizing them to the training size of 256 for training purposes. However, during evaluation, we replaced the ran-
dom cropping operations with a single center crop operation of size 512 to ensure consistency across all epochs and model
development phases for validation and test sets.

3. Results
Table 3 demonstrates the performance of developed models across our test sets. Model Ms was exclusively trained on the
computationally annotated synthetic dataset, whereas the model Mw was trained on real but weakly-labeled wheat field
videos. Despite being trained solely with the synthetic dataset, Ms demonstrates reasonably high performance across all
three datasets. Furthermore, model Ms, which was trained on precisely annotated data for image/mask prediction, exhibits
superior performance on the manually-labeled datasets (Ψ and D) compared to the pseudo-labeled dataset (Wtest). This
potentially reflects the true pixel-level segmentation efficacy of the model, as indicated by the pixel-accurate annotation of
these datasets.

Table 3. Quantitative results of the developed DVOS models (Ms, Mw) on diverse test sets.

Model Trained On Test Set IoU Dice

Ms None
Ψ 0.389 0.543

Wtest 0.220 0.337

D 0.417 0.578

Mw Ms

Ψ 0.546 0.699

Wtest 0.609 0.736

D 0.700 0.821

Additionally, these findings highlight the relatively close performance of model Ms across both human-annotated test sets,
underscoring the practical utility of synthetic data in video model development. Notably, our synthesis process utilized only
a limited selection of wheat heads from a few samples spanning two domains. Despite this constraint, the model demon-
strates relatively similar performance across the phenotypically diverse dataset Wtest, which consists of videos captured from
varying altitudes, as well as different weather conditions and light levels, affirming its high degree of generalizability.

Our fine-tuned model, Mw, exhibits notably improved performance when trained on the large-scale and diverse weakly-
labeled dataset, Wtrain, achieving a substantial performance gain of over 15.6% on Ψ dataset, despite lacking training
samples from this domain, and nearly 39.9% on Wtest. Furthermore, the model’s accuracy on the manually labeled dataset
underscores its precision in pixel-accurate segmentation of wheat head objects. This model also demonstrates significantly
enhanced performance when evaluated on D, achieving a Dice score of 0.821. This represents an improvement of over 26%
compared to model Ms.

Figure 11, visually, illustrates the prediction performance of model Mw on randomly selected samples from the test sets.
A grid format is used to arrange four randomly selected samples in each block. The first and third rows show the prediction
performance, the second and third columns, of the model while the first column represents the manually annotated labels.
However, the first column of the second row shows the weak (model-generated) masks overlaid on the images. Note that, we



Figure 11. Performance visualization of the Mw model across different test sets. The first two columns depict masks overlaid on the
corresponding images. Each block forms 4 different samples, which are visualized in the same grid cell across Ground Truth, Mask
Prediction, and Image Prediction columns.

solely used the frame prediction power of the model for model training; however, the model performs well in predicting the
query frame in the existence of hierarchically added skip-level noise.

We also conducted individual evaluations of the model Mw performance on each video V ∈ Wtest, each capturing a
diverse exhibition of wheat plants, collectively, from diverse phenotypes, often from slightly variant altitudes. While the
model demonstrates consistent performance across most videos, Video 1 proves more challenging to segment in comparison
to the others (see Figure 12). This difficulty is evident in the performance of both models (Ms, Mw). Particularly, the
presence of low-quality video leads to impaired weakly-labeled ground truth, thereby diminishing the quantitative scores of
our models. Despite this, visual inspection reveals the proper model segmentation of Video 1, capturing the wheat heads,
even those of the lowest quality. However, the model segments tighter regions covering each wheat head compared to the
ground truth, which includes a broader area—wrapping each wheat head—and including many false positives.

4. Discussion
In this study, we proposed a semi-self-supervised learning methodology to develop a novel model architecture designed
for segmenting videos with dense patterns. Our approach is semi-supervised as it involves the initial training of the model



Table 4. Quantitative results of the developed models (Ms, Mw), on individual videos from Wtest.

Model Trained On Test Set IoU Dice

Ms None

Video 1 0.164 0.247
Video 2 0.252 0.387
Video 3 0.234 0.360
Video 4 0.156 0.260
Video 5 0.148 0.226

Mw Ms

Video 1 0.390 0.548
Video 2 0.636 0.763
Video 3 0.798 0.887
Video 4 0.785 0.878
Video 5 0.780 0.867

Figure 12. The prediction performance of model Mw on the Video 1 ∈ Wtest (second row) compared to their weakly-labeled ground truth
(first row). The samples in each column show the mismatches between the ground truth and predictions, causing a significant reduction in
model performance on this video compared to the other videos in this set.

using computationally annotated synthesized videos that were exclusively generated from wheat heads extracted from seven
annotated frames originating from two domains. Additionally, our methodology is self-supervised, as we utilized model-
generated annotations (weak labels) for further model development. We also incorporated self-supervised image prediction
alongside mask prediction during model training. By utilizing synthesized and weakly labeled videos for model development,
we circumvented the labor-intensive process of manual segmentation for high-frame-rate videos capturing dense and small
objects.

We introduced a novel architecture for Dense Video Object Segmentation (DVOS) tasks. This architecture integrates a
hierarchical diffusion process as its core and employs a spatiotemporal mechanism for object segmentation through multi-task
image/mask prediction. Specifically, we devised a new UNet-style [31, 39] architecture with reduced parameters achieved



through shared encoders and decoders. This architecture features two distinct heads for frame and mask prediction, enhancing
efficiency in utilizing shared decoder feature maps and robustness during model training.

In VOS, most studies [5, 6, 8, 25, 26, 38] incorporate the segmentation masks of reference frames as auxiliary inputs
of their network. To be more specific, they employ the manual annotation of the videos’ initial frame, coupled with either
human- or model-generated segmentation maps for subsequent reference frames, and then utilize them within the encoder,
decoder, or both components of the network, with the ultimate objective of generating the segmentation mask corresponding
to Q. In this work, however, we fed solely the reference image frames to the model and employed only the query mask as
the ground truth. We exclusively leverage weak masks, derived from an image-based segmentation model [29], as opposed
to relying on manual or VOS-model generated segmentation labels.

We designed our methodology and the architecture concerning a few main challenges:
• Transferring the unprocessed high-level features, preferred for segmentation, through the skip connections [31], UNet-

style models [39] ignore integrating rich latent feature maps, appropriate for reconstruction. The effect is less pronounced
in images containing a single large-size object of interest, compared to domains with densely packed, repetitive small
objects. Also, videos, captured in uncontrolled environments using either handheld or unmanned aerial vehicles such
as drones, are often influenced by environmental factors such as wind and sunshine and present a higher level of noise
compared to individually captured images. Therefore, we integrated a diffusion-based data preprocessing strategy as well
as a hierarchical diffusion process as the core of our proposed architecture. This way we tried to regulate the data flow
within the network, completed by the adoption of a standard forward diffusion process to simulate noisy inputs. By
incorporating these methodologies, we enhanced the model’s robustness to input noise, consequently improving the quality
of reconstructed images (Third column of Figure 11) and leading to more effective model training and, finally, segmentation
outcomes.

• We transformed the VOS task into a multi-task learning framework for frame and mask prediction. Through reconstruction
losses, our objective was to integrate an explicit domain adaptation process into the model development. This process
pushed the model to acquire middle-level feature maps necessary for reconstructing the input image frame, thus adapting
to various visual patterns, enhanced by input data augmentation, and improving the model’s generalizability. Furthermore,
by training the model on relatively simple synthetic data and employing reconstruction losses, we mitigated the risk of
overfitting, thereby enhancing the regularization effect in the model training process.

• We chose data synthesis with automatic annotation over the tedious process of manual data annotation. Simulating the
motion and optical flow characteristics of real-world captured videos, we devised a video synthesis strategy to generate a
diverse and large-scale dataset of computationally annotated videos. Here, we extended the data synthesis proposed in [29]
by adding object-level and frame-level motions to the current frame to generate the subsequent frames. We generated
a consistent number of short video clips from various regions of each of the background videos to construct a well-
balanced large-scale dataset. This dataset holds videos with diverse backgrounds, thereby boosting the generalizability
of the developed model, demonstrated by mode Ms in table 3.

• Additionally, we proceeded to fine-tune the model using real-world examples paired with weak masks. This refinement
process resulted in a notable enhancement in model performance, with improvements ranging between 15% to 20% across
various test sets. The multi-task training strategy, coupled with our specifically designed architecture, enabled the model
to learn the precise boundaries of small and densely packed objects of interest. By reconstructing future image frames and
their corresponding segmentations based on provided previous reference frames, the model achieved greater performance
on our manually labeled dataset (DΥ).
Although model Mw was trained on synthetic data and fine-tuned on the weakly-labeled data (sampled in the first row

of Figure 12), the second row of this figure demonstrates its accuracy in properly segmenting wheat heads. This indicates
the robustness of the model’s training process, as it effectively disregards misleading segmentation signals in the weakly
labeled data and focuses on multi-level and semantic features in our defined multi-task segmentation/reconstruction training
paradigm. In addition, the performance of the models in this video is significantly lower than the other videos, which
encompass clips of higher quality. This further highlights the critical importance of video quality in developing, evaluating,
and deploying models in real-world environments.

In this study, our model development process relied exclusively on synthesized data accompanied by computationally
generated annotations. We used only five manually annotated video frames highlighted in yellow from one distribution,
supplemented by two additional green-shaded frames from another distribution. We declare that augmenting the dataset with
more wheat head objects extracted from frames of diverse wheat domains with higher resolutions would further enhance the
model’s performance. Additionally, by extracting wheat heads from individually captured images rather than from noisy,
out-of-focus, or blurry video frames, we could obtain clearer wheat head objects, resulting in higher-quality synthetic data.



We adopted a straightforward approach to overlaying wheat heads, prioritizing minimal movement relationships between
heads. Strengthen the relationship and more synchronized wheat head movements could potentially improve the authenticity
of the wheat field videos, and yield a better performance.

In addition, in the second phase of model development, we use authentic but weakly labeled videos for model fine-
tuning. In other words, the model was not trained using pixel-level accurate human-annotated data. Furthermore, the weakly
labeled dataset included primarily long video clips, each representing only a limited number of phenotypically distinguished
domains. Given these constraints, we recommend expanding the scope of our proposed architecture by incorporating a
broader collection of shorter video clips capturing a more diverse range of data domains.

In this work, we showed the utility of synthetic video clips with pixel-accurate annotation, alone, for model development
(Ms). Developing models from scratch using only weakly labeled video frames, even on such an extensive scale, poses a
notable challenge in determining and extracting informative patterns or features from the input data, providing misleading
signals. Therefore, using only a few samples from two domains for data synthesis, we experimented with the capability of the
developed model to obtain reasonably high performance even when trained on such computationally annotated and uniform
synthetic data. We believe that increasing the quantity and diversity of human-annotated images, used for foreground real and
fake object extraction (H, H), enhances the diversity of synthetic data, thereby, results in significant improvement in model
performance.

Considering the flexibility, scalability, and learning adaptability of our proposed architecture and the well-designed data
synthesis pipeline, we suggest the exploration of this approach across various research domains beyond wheat crop DVOS.
For instance, applications in medical imaging and other data modalities within precision agriculture hold promise for leverag-
ing the capabilities of our architecture. Furthermore, our architecture presents an adaptable solution applicable to any domain
necessitating precise semantic segmentation coupled with domain adaptation requirements, such as autonomous driving sce-
narios.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, our study presented a novel semi-self-supervised strategy for developing Dense Video Segmentation (DVS)
models. Our methodology addressed the challenges associated with annotating dense, small, and partially occluded objects
within video frames, a notoriously tedious process. More specifically, we leveraged a multi-task frame/mask prediction ar-
chitecture, computationally annotated synthesized videos, and real-looking videos with weak labels for model training. We
also demonstrated its promising utility in precision agriculture, particularly for wheat spike Video Object Segmentation. No-
tably, despite relying on a limited number of human-annotated video frames, our models achieved high performances across
diverse test sets. Importantly, we discussed that the proposed methodology can be extended beyond precision agriculture. Its
applicability contains domains requiring video-centric tasks with multiple objects and dense patterns, such as autonomous
driving and medical imaging.
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